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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric I English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-
. t ion tion 
Length ______ l meter _______________ ___ m foot (or mile) ____ _____ ft (or rni) Tirne ________ t second _____________ ___ _ s second (or bour) _____ __ sec (or hr) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ Ib 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
----- -----
horsepower ___ ________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour __ ___ _ kph miles per hour __ ____ __ mph meters per second ___ ___ _ mps feet per second ___ ___ __ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia= mk2 • (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
KincmfLtic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm.; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 Ib/cu ft 
3. AERODYNA, tIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= ~ 
, q 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = q~ 
Profile drag, absolu te coefficient C DO= ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coeffil:ient CDt= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD1J=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
E 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vi where l is a linear dimen-
p, 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of dovmwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
i j 
I 
I 
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IDENTIFICATION OF KNOCK IN NACA HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMBUSTION 
IN A SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE 
By CEAR CY D. MILLER and H. LOWELL OL EN 
SUMMARY 
The study oj combustion in a spark-ignition engine given in 
N AOA reports 704- and 727 has been continued. The present 
investigation wa made with the N A OA high-speed motion -
picture camera, operaiing at 4-0,000 photographs a second, and 
with a cathode-ray oscillograph operating on a piezoelectric 
pickup in the combu tion chamber. 
I dentity in time is established between th e start oj violent 
pressure fluctuations in the combustion chamber and the appear-
ance oj blur in the high- p eed chlieren p hotogmp hs. The blur 
was tentatively presumed to repre ent the OCCU7'rence oj lmock 
in the previous reports. 
Photographs are presented showing that the origin oj knock 
is not necessarily in the end ga . 
The data obtained indicate that knock takes place only in a 
part oj the cylinder charge which ha been previously ignited 
either by autoignition or by the pas age oj the flame j ronts but 
which has not burned to completion. 
M ottled regions in the high-speed schlieren photographs aTe 
demonstrated to repre ent combu tion regions. 
INTRODUCTION 
I n ] 938 Lhe Nation al Aclvi ory Committee for Am'onn LI Lic 
completed the development of the NA A high-speed moLion-
picture camera, which take photographs a t the rate of 
40,000 per second. Thi camera has been used since thaI, 
time in the study of combus tion in a spark-igni tion engine. 
The first r e ults of the study wi th this camera were published 
in 1941 (reference 1). These resulLs consisted of phoLograpb 
of normal and knocking eombustion wi th one spark plug and 
of normal and knocking combu tion with preigni tion from a 
hot spo t, also with one spark plug. The pho tograph were 
taken by the schli eren method, whi ch u tilizes variation of 
index of r fraction in th <:' combu tion chamber to form all 
image on the photosensitive fi lm . 
The most intere ting indications of the e pho tograph in 
connection with normal combustion were tha t the combus-
tion zone has considerable dep th in the direction of flame 
travel and that the dep th of combu tion zone decrea e dur-
ing the latter part of the flame travel. It was pointed ou t in 
r eference 1 that the apparen t dep th of the combustion ZOl1 e 
migh t po ibly be explained by the tonguing of the flame 
front or by hypothetical tempera ture stra tifications tha t re-
quired a considera l>le time for decay after Lhe passage of the 
Harne fron t. 
The most impor tant indication of the photographs of com-
bu tion with knock wa that autoignition migh L occuI' in the 
end zone before knock bu t not imultaneously with it . The 
photographs showed a udden blmring of the combustion 
zone imul taneous with the beginning of a viol en t visible 
bouncing of the gases . The combu tion zone disappeared 
from the photographs presen ted in reference 1 wiLhin 0.0001 
second after occurrence of the blur. The blur, the eli -
appearance of the combustion zone, and the star t of the 
violent bouncing of the gases were tentatively assum ed 1,0 be 
Lhe vi ual evidence of kn ock. 
The apparen t occurrence of autoigni tion an appreciable 
time before knock in orne cases and the complete absence of 
apparent autoignition in other case of knocking combu tion 
cnst doubt on the adequacy of the simplest form of the 
widely accepted autoignition theory of knock, proposed by 
Ricardo (reference 2) . According to this theory, in the 
ca e wh ere au toigni tion was observed, the au toigni tion and 
the beginning of the violent bouncing of the gase should 
have been much more nearly simultaneous. R otlu-ock and 
penceI' (refer nce 3) had previously reported failure to ob-
erve any reaction in the end zone before knock under cer-
tain conditions. The autoignition theory of Imock presumes 
that a par t of the cbarge in the combustion chamber has not 
yet been r eached by the flame fron t at the time Imock 
occurs. This hypothetical part of the charge is u ually 
called the end ga. The theory is that the end ga is adia-
batically compressed by the expnnsion of the bm ned par t 
of the charge and i heated by the adiabatic compression 
until it reaches a combination of temperature and pressure 
at which it autoignites. The combustion clue to autoigni-
tion i presumed to proceed to completion tlu-o ughout the 
entire volume of the end gas so quickly that the end ga 
does not have time to expand dming the combu tion , wi th 
the re ul t that an extremely high pressure i produced wi thin 
the end ga. The ub equent violent expansion of the end 
aas would start the violent pre sme vibrations throughout 
the combu tion chamber, ,,-hich are known to be a ociated 
with spark-igni tion fuel lmock. According to the simple t 
form of the theory, the combustion of the autoigni ted end 
ga is not of a different nature from the combustion in the 
normal flame except that a considerably larger ma s of the 
1 
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gas is in volved at one time. The imples t form of th e auto-
ignition theory will hereinafter be referred to as tb e "simple 
autoigni tion theory ." 
The high- peed photographs of Withrow and Ra sweiler 
(reference 4) have been most wid ely cited as proof of the 
autoignition theory of knock. Tlw fact , however , tha t 
these photograpbs how an autoignition, with consequ ent 
pressure ri e in th e end gas, too slow to be very effective in 
causing the pre sure vibrations characteristic of knock 
appears to have been overlooked. The engine used for the 
work of reference 4 had an L-head with 2%-inch bore, the 
greate t dimension within the combustion chamber being 
about 5.4 inches. The form of the combustion chamber 
doe not allow a in1ple analy tical determin ation of the 
exact natural frequency of pres ure vibration within it. 
A probable minimum value for th e frequency of th ese vibra-
tions can, however , be easily obtained. 
Draper (references 5 and 6) has made calculation for 
the natural frequencies of various modes of knocking vibra-
tions wi thin cylindrical combustion chambers with fla t 
ends, u in O' a sound velocity of 3000 feet per second , and 
has obtained good agreement with experimental values. It 
may be ob erved, a might reasonably be expected, th a t the 
form ula used by him give a value of frequency never less 
c 
than 11 = 2l for the 10'west frequency mod e of vibration , 
where c is the velocity of sound in feet per second and l 
is the maximum linear dim ension wi thin the combustion 
chamber in fee t. 
The natural frequency of the knocking vibration in 
the engine used in reference 4 could not, according to this 
form ula, be less th an 3330 cycles per second . The pho to-
graphs of knocking combustion appearing in reference 4 
were taken at the rate of 2250 fram es pel' second. The 
nutoigni tion, seen in the photographs, usually occupies a, 
time in terval of two frames, or 0.00089 econd. The 
lowe t-frequency knocking vibrations that could exist in 
this chamber, therefore, mllst have gone through three com-
plete cycles dW'ing the time of the autoignition that ob-
viously took place. 0 slow an autoignition could impart 
only a small fraction of its energy to the knocking vibra-
tion. The author of reference 4 tate that Imoc).;: occurred 
in the combustion cycles hown by these photograph. The 
evidence of reference 4, therefore, suggest tha t th e cause 
of knock might well be sought in orne fas ter phenomenon 
than th e slow autoignit.ion hown by the photographs. 
A possibili ty occurs that a part of the autoignition took 
place at a much faster ra te than the res t. The photograph 
of reference 4, however, discourage thi idea. They have 
st.opped the au toignition in early, la te, and intermediate 
stages. AlthouO'h the photographs do not, positively prove 
that such an extremely rapid frac tional autoignition did not 
occur, they certainly present no evidence wha tever that it 
did occur. 
Another po sibili ty is that a pres ure wave of small 
a,mplitud e, once started, accelerates the autoignition in its 
high-pressure region and decelerates the au toignition in its 
low-pre sure region . This po ibili ty is in agreement with 
the suggestion by Miller (reference 7) that knock may develop 
a. the progre ive build-up of a Tel1ected pressure wave, th e 
build-up of the wave being du e to accelera tion of combustion 
or to acceleration of some other reaction within the high-
pressure region of the wave. Thi suggestion wa based on a 
study of time-pressure Tecord ob tained with the ACA 
optical engine indicator and on a study of photographs of 
Imocking combustion taken wi th the NACA high-speed 
motion-picture camera. The tim e-pre SUl'e records showed 
ligh t irregularitie a short time before the occurrence of the 
first violen t pressure flu ctuation, which could be explanied 
by progre ively built-up reflected wave . The photograpb 
observed as original negatives howed sligh t periodic varia-
tions in the configurations of the mo ttled r eO'ions, which 
could also be explained by the reflected waves . 
The existence of pressure waves in the cylinder charge 
before knocking becomes audible and the fact that these 
pre m e waves grea tly increase in intensity when the char-
acteristic sound of detonation appears have been repor ted 
by Draper (reference 5). 
It is impor tan t to no te that the vibrational-combustion 
theory of knock could till no t be independen t of au toignition 
even if it were shown not to be linked with autoigni tion in 
the manner suggested in the econd paragraph preceding. 
Increasing severity of pressure and temperature in the com-
bu tion chamber is well known to cause increa ing tendency 
to Imock . Autoignition i known to occw' under certain 
condition. When i t doe oCCW' it hould be expected to 
increase the pres W'e and temperature in the combustion 
chamber 0 rapidly that knock will take place very soon 
afterward, if knock i going to take place at all . Leary and 
T aylor (reference 8) have shown conclusively that tendency 
to knock decrea es wi th increasing rate of ri e of temperatW'e. 
If au toignition occur before knock, however, so that the 
entire available rise in temperatW'e take place in an ex-
tremely short t ime, the knock if it oCCW'S at all may be 
expected to occw' dW'ing the extremely short t ime of that 
rise of temperatW'e, even though it would have occW'red at 
a lower temperatW'e after a longer time wi thout the occw'-
rence of the autoignition. It should be expected that the 
rate of build-up of vibrat ion would vary wi th the mass of 
reacting ga . 
The au thor of reference 1 beli eved that the characteri t ic 
blur and the disappearance of the mottled zone in the high-
peed schlieren photographs repre ent the reaction that se ts 
up the knocking vibrat ions because this view was upported 
by the appearance of the photographs projected a motion 
pictures. Becau e these phenomena occur definitely later 
than the apparen t autoign ition in the chamber, a need was 
felt for establi hing a defini te time relationship between the 
beguming of the violen t pres W'e vibrations on the one hand 
and the occW'rence of apparent autoignition, knocking blur. 
and t he clearing of the mottled zone on the other hand. 
The investigation repor ted in the present paper was under-
taken in order to determine uch a time relation hip. As a 
corollary to thi determination, a conclusion was anticipated 
I 
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as to whether the observed periodic variations in the high-
speed photographs before the occurrence of blur cover the 
same period of time as the irregul ari ties in the time-pressure 
records before the beginning of violent pressure fluctuations. 
Since the pre ent paper deals with the time relationship 
between various phenomena and the occurrence of knock, 
it will be neces ary to defule the term "knock" as used 
herein. Such definition is a follows: Knoek i any phe-
nomenon of combu tion oceulTing in the ACA combu tion 
apparatus cylinder under any of the test condition used 
which cau es prolonged visible high-frequeney fluct uation s 
in the time-pressure records. "Where the pressure fluctu-
ations of the greatest amplitude in a given time-pressure 
reco rd are preceded by fluctuations of smaller ampli tude, 
the point of occurrence of knock on the given time-pre sure 
record will be taken as the point of discontinuity in th e 
curve preceding the pressure fluctuation of greatest ampli-
tude. This definition of knock and this method of deter-
mining the point of occurrence of lmock have been adequate 
to avoid confusion in the study of the records taken with 
the NACA combustion apparatus, the NACA high-speed 
camera, and a quartz-crystal piezoelectric pickup under the 
conditions of all tests made to the pre ent time. It is 
recognized that with other apparatus or other test conditions 
phenomena might be encountered that would fit this defi-
nition of knock except as to apparatus or test conditions 
and which might be di tinct from the phenomenon to which 
the term is applied in this paper. It is also r ecognized that 
with other apparatus or other test condition ca es of 
lmock might be encountered in which this method of deter-
mining the point of occurrence of knock would fail. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Combustion apparatus .- The ACA comb ustion appara-
tus is described in detail in refenmce 1. Figure 1 of this 
report shows this combustion apparatu d iagrammatically. 
At the time of taking all the photographs presented in 
this report an inj ection valve was placed in opening H. 
(Sec fig. 1. ) For some of the photograph, park plugs 
were placed in openings E, G, F, and J and a piezoelectric 
pickup was placed in opening I, its diaphragm being flush 
wi th the combustion-chamber wall. For other pictures, 
the spark plug wa removed from opening J and the piezo-
electric pickup was placed in this opening. 
As in the previous investigations the eombustion apparatus 
wa driven at the test speed by an electric motor and was 
fired for only one cycle. During the one power cycle of 
the engine a ingle charge of fuel was injected on the intake 
stroke, a single spark occurred at each park plug, an entire 
series of pho tographs of the combustion was taken, and a 
time-pressure record was made. 
Engine operating conditions.- Engine operating conditions 
kept constant were: engine-coolant temperatme, 250° F; 
compression ratio, 7.4; engine peed, 500 rpm; fuel-air 
ratio, approximately 0.0 ; spark advance in G position (see 
fig . 1), 29°; park advance in E, F, and J positions, 22°. 
Spark advance in G position was made earlier than in the 
other positions in order that the flame originating at this 
position migh t come into the field of view at about the same 
time as the flame from the other three spark-plug positions. 
This arrangement brought the end zone of combustion 
within the field of view in as many cases a possible. 
Fuels.- Fuel used were CFR reference fuels 8- 1 (a COJTI -
Section A-A, showing openings 
for spark p lugs and accessories 
~'}jection valve 
k ~--+=Wmjr·-A 
Mirror ., 
.. -Fuel tank 
<-·--Fuel Circulating pump 
Clutch 
Phase - changing 
gears 
2: I reduction 
Phose-~ changing 
• gears 
Injection puinp with drop 
. campot indicated 
Timing 
switches 
FI GURE I.- Diagrammatic skotcb:of NACA combustion apparatus. 
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mercial grade of isooctane), M - 2 (octane number abou t 1 ), 
and blends of these two reference fuel. 
Setup for schlieren photography.- The opLical setup for 
schlieren photography 'was the same a that u ed in the in-
vestigations repor ted in references 1 and 7. A complete de-
scrip tion of this setup may be found in reference 1. The 
schlieren photograph of combustion were taken at the raLe 
of 40,000 per econd by the ACA high- peed motion-
picture camera, complete details of which cann ot be given 
at thi time. 
Time-pressure records.- Time-pre sure reco rds were made 
" 'ith a piezoelectric pickup USillD' two X-cu t quar tz crystals in 
one of thc spark-plug openings of Lhe combu tion apparatu 
and a cathode-ray 0 cillograph. The weep circuit of the 
cathode-ray oscillograph wa externally ynchron izecl with 
the engine crankshaft . The brilliancy con trol of the oscillo-
graph beam was arranged in uch a \\'ay that the beam would 
normally be invi ible but, when Lripped by a contactor at 
the engine, ,,-ould become brilliant fo r a ingle sweep during 
the ingle power cy Ie of the combustion apparatus. This 
single sweep of the 0 cillograph beam was photographed 
wi th a portrai t type of "still" camera. No attempt was 
made to cali brate the ver t ical defl ection of the 0 cillograph 
beam. Consequently, quantitative data concerning pres-
sure are not available. The pre sure scale i kno\\'n, how-
ever , to be fairly linear. 
Time relationship between time-pressure records and 
high -speed photographs.- A time relation hip between the 
time-pressure records and the high-speed phoL graphs of 
combustion was establi hed by two methods. The fu'st 
meLhod involved the use of only one 0 cillograph, Two 
t iming sparks were et off by. the combustion appara t u : 
one immed iately after the start of combu Lion, the other 
a con id erable t ime a fter the occurrence of kn oc k. The 
spark gap for these t iming spark was in a special plug 
provided in t he h igh-speed camera. Thi park gap was 
alTanged to expo e a small pot on the moLion-picture film 
at a point abou t 33 frame behind the picture-taking poin t 
of the camera. Exposure of the t iming parks d oser than 
33 frames to the pict ure-taking poin t was not feasible be-
cause of structural difficul tie. By counting forward 3:3 
frames from each of the two pots on the film, el at um frames 
\\'ere ident ified that were in the process of exposure when 
Lhe t iming sparks occurred. The timing spark lead was 
coupled capacitatively to the 0 cill ograph wi th the result 
that a light break in the time-pTessure record occurred at 
the time of each timing spark. The points in the t ime-
pres ure r cord at \I'hich the e breaks occ urred were taken 
as being identical in t ime wi th the corre poneling datum 
frames on the mo tion-pi t W'e film. 
In order to avoid the neees ity of obtaining an extremely 
linear oscillograph sweep and at the arne t ime to conect 
for photographic distortion of the oscillograph screen, i1 
4000-eycle-per-second oscillator wa u ed. The engine \\'a 
stopped immediately after firing and the brillian cy control 
was again t l'ippecl to give a single sweep of the oscillograph 
beam across the zero-pressure basfl line. Upon this zero-
pressure base line was superposed a sine wave from the 
oscillaLor . Th.is ine wave was u eel Lo determin e the t ime-
displacement relationship for the sweep and made possible 
the id entiflcation of any point on the t ime-pre ure record 
a simul taneous with the expOSlU'e of orne parLicular frame 
on the high-speed motion-picture film . 
A H ewlett-Packard oscillator, model 200C, was used. 
T h is instrumen t is of the relaxat ion-o cillation type, utiliz-
ing the period ic charging of a conden er as the generator of 
the 0 cillations, At a frequency of 4000 cycle per econd 
the frequ ency may be regarded as virtually constant over the 
time, a bout 50 cycle , used in the te ts pres n ted herein. 
T he actual freq uency drift over a period of t ime a short as 
50 cycles is probably a small fraction of 1 percen t . 
Becau e of incon i tell cy of ]'e ult · with the previously 
ck scribecl method, po ibly du e to orne sligh t react ion by 
the verLical deflection of the oscillograph bea m on the hori-
zon tal lefl eetion and to lack of r eproducibili ty of the oscillo-
graph sweep characteristic, a second method wa devi ed 
for esLa bli h ing the time relationship bet\\-een tho high- peed 
photographs and Lhe time-pres lIre records. , li th th is 
method a second oscillograph was u ed, arrangemen t being 
made with minors to pbotograph th e screens of bo th oscillo-
graphs on Lhe same film . The second oscillograph , like the 
first, was synchronized ext em ally wiLh the comblI tion ap-
paratu s and was an'ano-ed to have a brillian t beam for onl.Y 
onc weep, wh ich occ uJTed dmin o- the power cycl e of the 
combustion appftratus. Th e second 0 cillograph wa con-
nected a t it vertical inpu t to the 4000-cycle 0 cillator hu t 
noL to tbe pi ezoelectric pickup. Th e 0 cilia tor trace \V a 
upcrposcd on the Lime-pressure record in the fir t oscillo-
graph. Capacitive pickup from the timino' pa,rk lead was 
arranged for bo th oscilloo'!'aphs , 
The trace from tbe second osci llograph ser ved Lo determine 
accura tely thr number of oscilla Lo r cycles bet ween t iming 
sparJ.'.s . This trace therefore allowed an accuraLe deLermina-
t ion of L1I r numb er or frames exposed. on th e high-, peed 
motion-picture [11m pcr oscillato r cycle. On the Lime-pre sure 
rccord Lbe numbcr of osc illator cycles between th r. break 
call ed by lile first, t iming spark and the b('g inning of 
the v iolent pressure flu ctuation co uld be co un Led more 
eas ily and accurately than in the ca e wh ere the two tract's 
were 110L upcrpo e(l. D cLermination of Lhe llumber of cyclcs 
in this parL of the timc'-pressUI'e ['ecorel mad e po ible Lhe 
id en t ifica tion of thc frame 011 the h igh- peed moLion-picture 
film that was expo ed at the t ime the v iolent pre sure fluctua-
t ion bcgan at the diaphra gm of the piezoelectr ic pickup , 
with a po ible error of onl y O[1e 01' two f[·ame. Ina much 
as each 0 eillograph Lrace carri ed it own time cale, variH-
tions in wee p characterist ic \I-ere of no consequ cnce either 
a, betwec n the two 0 cillograpbs or as between lIcce ive 
sweeps of the same oscillograph beam. The 0 cillograph 
which can iec/ the oscillator tra~e alone could have been eli -
penseci \\-i th in the sccond method excep t Lhat oscillator 
cycles co uld no t be id entified on Lhe time-pressure reeorcl 
after the beginn ing of the violent pressure nu ctuaLion . For 
Lhe camera used , the p icture-tak in o- rate is constan t, for a 
single er ies of phoLographs, within a small fract ion of 
1 percent. 
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FIG UHE 2.- JJigl1-specd motion pictures of an explosion in a spark-ignition engine with light knock. Fuel, 90 percent - 1 with 10 percent M - 2; four spark plugs; spark aclvance, left 
hand plug, 29°, oth~r three plugs, 22°; B, blurring eaused by knock. 
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 
Time relationship of schlieren blur to gas vibrations-
first method.- The first method of establishing time relation-
hip is believed to be much less accurate than the second 
method. All re ults obtained with the first method are 
reported herein, however, in order that th author) j udg-
ment as to which method i more dependable need not be 
relied upon but that each method may be given such weight 
by the reader a , in hi j lldgment, it is wor th. 
Figure 2 is a serie of photographs showing combustion 
with very ligb t knock. The fuel u ed for this series was a 
blend of 90 percent S- 1 and 10 percent M- 2. Four spark 
plugs were u ed and the piezoelectric pickup was located in 
opening I of the cylinder head. 
The order of the photograph is A- l , A- 2, . . . A- 18, 
8- 1, . . . J- 17, J- 18. The mm wa carried on a circular 
drum in a continuous loop. This series, like all other that 
appear in this report, was therefore carried through the 
l 
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picture-taking point in the camera many times; t lte photo-
graph " 'ere exposed on one of the t rips through the picture-
taking point. One hundred and twenty-fiv e frames, upon 
" 'hieh eombu tion doe no t appeal', were omi tted in the figure 
between frames J- 6 and J- 12. Seventy-two addit ional 
frame, \\'hich would have appeared in the figure a fte r frame 
J- 18 or before frame A- l , were omitted. The total number 
of frames in. the film loop wa 372, a in all other cas(' . 
The perforated edge of the film was reprodu ced in the 
figure only in rows F and J. The t iming sparks caused 
expo ure on the perforated edge in these rows. The ex-
po ure between frame J- 1S and J- 16 resulted from the first 
timing spark; the exposure at frame F- 15, from the 'eco nd 
timing spark. In the time between the first and second 
timing parks, the film drum t urned sufficiently to carry 
55 1}~ frames past the picture-taking poin t of tbe camera, or 
abou t l }~ turns. 
.U the OCC WTence of the first tim ing spa rk , the ea,me!'a 
had not s tarted taking picture. This spark occurred 1 08 }~ 
f rame before the exposure of frame A- 1 and 26l}~ frame 
before the exposure of frame 1- 9, in which t he characte ri t ic 
knocking blur is first vi ible. 
At the occurrence of the second timing park t lte camera 
had ceased taking picture . This spark occurred 372 frames 
(one compleEe tu rn of the film dwm) after the exposure of 
frame 0 - 18. Frame 0- 18 wa 33 frames ahead of frame 
F- 15, 33 frames being the distance from t iming spa rk phw 
to picture-taking point in camcra. 
\ s in the figure of references 1 and 7, the flame appear 
in no-u re 2 as dark mottled region. The first evidence of 
knock is a slight blur of a part ot the da rk mottled region at 
B in frame 1- 9. Tbe knock in this ca e is 0 light thal it i 
not readily noted by tbe inexperienced observer. A pain -
taking compari on of frames 1- 8 a nd 1- 9, however, will 
renal a diA'erence in the region designated B, which has no 
co un terpart in a comparison of frames 1- 7 and 1- 8. When 
the photographs arc proj ected as motioll picture , t he blurr cl 
region show unmistakably . 
'Figu re 3 is a pho tograph of the oscillograph creen howing 
the time-pressure reco rd for the com bu t ion cycle photo-
graphed inngure 2. In nglll'e 3, as in the la ter figures, A 
designates the time-pressure t race; B, the 0 cilIa tor trace ; 
and L, motoring t race that were accidentally expo cd before 
or afte r the ingle power cycle. The letter E de ignate a 
break caused in the time-pressure trace by pickup from the 
earliest ignition spark, and G designates a break by pickup 
from the thTee later igni t ion parks. A break in the trace 
caused by the first t iming spark is designated F and a break: 
caused by t he econd timing spark i designated J. The 
letter K designate the place on the t ime-pressure trace at 
which k:nocking vibrations first become visible. 
The di placement between the succes ivc curve L may be 
due to the tendency of the oscillograph beam to hitt the 
mean vert ical deflection of each weep toward the zel'O-
pressure base line. \'Vhatever the rea on for the irregularity 
may be, however, it docs not appear to affect the u d uln ess 
of the combustion reco rd as appli ed herein. 
The preliminary t ick in the t ime-pressure t race jut be-
fore the knocking vibration begin, which were discussed in 
reference 7, a re no t eviden t in the ligh t knocking traces with 
the present apparatus. (See fig. 3.) They will , however , 
be obse rved in all the trace involving violent knock . 
In figure 3, line have been drawn from points F, K, and J 
to the points in the 0 cillato r trace that corre pond with them 
VI GL' H>: 3.- lndiClllOr card wi th oscillator trace for explosion of fi gure 2 in a spark,ignition engine with light knock. Fuel, 90 percent S-1 wi th IQ percen t 1\.[ - 2; four spark pl ugs; 
spark ad va nce, 22° on t hree plugs, 29° on fourth plug; piezoelectric p ickup in opening I. (Sce fi g. I. ) 
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F IGURE 4,-Grid pattern for use in constructing constant·time lines on t ime-pressure records. 
in time. These lines have not been drawn parallel, but each 
line ha been drawn in a direction conforming to the grid 
pattern hown in figure 4. 
The grid of figure 4 was formed by photographing 15 
ver tical sweeps and 11 horizontal weep of the oscillograph 
beam. With each of the nrtical weeps, the potentials on 
the horizon tal deflection plates were kept constant; with 
each of the horizontal sweep, the potentials on the vertical 
deflection plates were kept con tanto 
A count of thc oscilla tor cycles b tween the lines drawn 
from points F, K, and J reveals that there were 52.4 oscillator 
cycles between the first and the second timing spark and 
that thero were 25.1 cycle between the first timing spark 
and the beginning of th e knocking vibrations at the dia-
phragm of the piezoelectric pickup, This count is probably 
accUTate within one- or two-tenths of a cycle or within one or 
two motion-pic tlU'e frame at a camera speed of 40,000 
frames per second. 
The numbcl' of motion-pictUTe fram s per oscillator cycle i 
551.5 Th b f . . f f 52.4 or 10.52. e num er o ' motIOn-pICture ' rames . rom 
the first tinling spark to the beginning of th e knocking vibra-
tions, a shown by the time-pressure record, is therefore 
10.52 X 25.1 , or 264. This valu e i 2X frames greater than 
735587- 47-2 
the number of frames exposed between the OCCUTrence of the 
first timing spark: and the exposure of frame 1- 9 of figure 2, 
in which the knocking blur is first visible. 
An examination of figure 3 reveals that the initial fre-
quency of the knocking vibrations is abou t 8000 cycle per 
second, a value that check with a sound velocity of abo ut 
3000 feet per second if the vibration arc assumed to be 
tran verse with one displacement node a t the cen ter of the 
chamber. Using a speed of sound of 3000 feet pel' second, 
the time interval of 2X frames between the exposure of frame 
1- 9 and the beginning of knocking vibra tions i found to be 
only about half enough for th e knocking distlU'bance to 
t ravel from the point at which the knocking blur is observed 
in fram e 1- 9 of figure 2 to the diaphragm of the piezoelectric 
pickup in opening 1 of the cylinder head. (ee fig . 1.) R e-
sul t presented later , however, indicate that the 2X-frame 
value of lag is erroneous. 
Figure 5 is a shot of knocking combu tion taken uncleI' the 
same condition as figure 2 but with a blend of 0 p ercent 1 
and 20 percent M- 2 fuel , and figure 6 is the time-pressure 
record for the same combustion cycle. In this ca e the 
lmock.ing blur is first visible at B in frame 1- 1 of figure 5. 
One hundred and twenty-three frames are omitted in figure 
5 after frame J- 18 or before frame A- 1. 
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FIGt:RE 5.- 11 igh·speed motion pictures of an explosion in a spark· igni t ion engine with light knock: Fuel,80 percent S-1 with 20 percent l\[-2; fonr spark plugs; spark adYanee, left .hand 
plug, 29°. other three plugs, 22°; B, blurring caused by knock. 
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FIGURE 6.- Indicator card with oscillator trace for explosion of fig ure 5 in a spark-ignition engine with light knock. Fuel, 80 pcrcent S-l with 20 perccnt M-2; four spark plugs; spark 
advancc, 22° on three plugs, 29° on fourth plug; piezoelectric pickup in oponing I. (See fig. I.) 
Figul'C 7 j a shot of violently knocking combustion taken 
under the same condition as figures 2 and 5 bu t wi th a bleud 
of 50 percent 1 and 50 pcrcent 1\1- 2 fuels. Figure 8 i the 
time-pre ure record for the ame combustion cycle. The 
knocking blur is first visible at B in frame F- 17 of figu re 7. 
One hundred and fourteen frames wcre omitted in this figure 
after frame H- 18 01' before frame A- l . 
The computations of lags between the appearance of blur 
and the beginning of violen t pre m e fluctuations for the 
case of figurcs 5 and 6 and the case of figures 7 and will be 
found in table I (a) opposite te ts 77 and 95, respectively. 
The results arc 4 frames and 2% frames, respectively. 
In figure ,a sligh t irregularity in the trace before the 
first of the violent pressure fluctuations appears at ' M. 
This irregularity is of the ame type as that di cussed in 
reference 7 as being suggestive of the progr s ive build-up 
of the lmocking vibrations. This irregularity is almost an 
entire oscillator cycle, or 10 }~ motion-pietm e frames, ahead 
of the first of the violent pressure fluctuations at K. This 
fact indicates that the irregulari ty occurred approximately 
eight mo tion-picture frames before the expo ure of frame 
F- 17 in figure 7, in which the knocking blur is first visible. 
It might be contended that the po ible errol' involved in the 
method used in this test for the establishment of time rela-
tionship was sufficiently great that the blurring of the mot-
tled zone in frame F- 17 of figure 7 actually occurred before 
the irregularity at M in figure 8. Evidence presented later 
in this report, however, indicates that the probable error 
in the 2.%-frame value of lag was not thi great. 
Table I (a) presents the results of a number of tests made 
with fu el blends of various antiknock values under the ame 
conditions a the te ts of figures 2, 3, and 5 to 8. The only 
tesLs omitted from this table are those in which a timing 
spark failed to occur 01' which arc defective in some other 
maImer such that no determinations can be made from them. 
No tests with 100 percent 8- 1 fuel arc included because this 
fuel did not knock under the test condition . 
The number of motion-picture frames between the appear-
ance of the Imocking blUl' and the beginning of the viol ent 
pressure fluctuations at the indicator diaplU'agm i found in 
column 9 of table I (a). The mean of the values in this 
column is approximately eigh t frames and the maxinlum 
variation from the mean is six framcs. There seems to be 
no cOl'l'elation between the number of frames of lag in column 
9 and the violence of the knock, controlled by the fuel used. 
For this r eason a smaller number of fuel blend was used in 
later te ts. 
The re ults shown in table I (a) justify a presumption that 
the violent pressure fluctuations never begin before the 
appearance of the knocking blur and that they always begin 
within 4.0 X 10- 4 eeond after the appearance of this blur. 
The value of the mean lag appears much greater than the 
time required for the lmocking pressure waves to travel from 
the lmocking zone to the diaphragm of the piezoelectric 
pickup. The variation b tween individual determina tions 
appears to be much greater than could be explained by per-
sonal error and it was believed, therefore, that a more accur-
ate method was needed. In order to establish a marc 
dependable and perhaps a more consistent time relation hip, 
the two-oscillograph method was developed. 
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FIGURE 7.-lligh·speed motioll pictures of an explosion ill a spa rk·igni'ion eIlgillc with violellt knock. Fuel, 50 percent S- J \I'ith 50 percent :-[--2; four spa rk plugs; spark advance, left-band 
plug, 29°, other three plugs, 22°; B, blurring caused by knock . 
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~'IGUHE .- ludicator card with oscillator trace ror explosion or fi gure 7 in a spark-igni tion engine wi th violent knock. Fuel, 50 porcent S-1 with 50 percent M -2; ro ur spark plugs; spa rk 
adva nce, 22° on three plugs, 29° on ro urth plug; piezoelectric picku p in open in~ J. (Sec fig . I. ) 
Time relationship of schlieren blur to gas vibrations-
second method.- Figure 9 is a photographic eries of vio-
lently knocking combus tion taken LInd er the arne conditions 
and wi th the ame fuel blend as figure 7 but wi th the two-
o cillograph method of es tablishing time relationship. Tue 
characteri tic knocking blur occur in frame 1- 17 of figure 9. 
One frame \Va lost at the splice at frame E- 2 and 186 frames 
are omit ted after frame J- 17 or before frame A- 1. The 
number of frames between timing sparks is 301 , having been 
redu ced, upon changing from the fil's t to the econd method, 
from about l}f turns of the film drum to a little less than one 
complete t urn of the drum. The first timing spark: appears 
at frame D- 7; the econd, at frame A- 2. 
Figure 10 shows the time-pre sure record of the eombu tion 
cycle photographed in figure 9 combined with the voltage 
wave delivered by the 0 cillator. This composite curve is 
designated A. The 0 cilIato1' trace alone, also appearing in 
this figure, is d signated B. In each trace the break caused 
by the first timing spark is designated F and the break caused 
by the second timing park is designated J. The break in 
the time-pressure record caused by the firs t violent pres LIre 
fluctua tion is designated K. 
In the counting of 0 cilIa tor cycles between the first tinling 
spark and the break due to violent pre sure flu ctuations in 
the trace A of figure 10, consideration must be given to the 
fact that the peaks due to the oscilla tor cycles are di placed 
to the righ t in the part of the trace in which the pressure 
rise is rapid. The magnitude of this di placement may be 
easily calculated from the general slope of the curve, Lhe 
vertical dis tance between two successive pl'aks, and th e 
vertical distance between either of the two uccessive peaks 
and the intermediate valley . This calculation does no t need 
to be made, however , for figure 10. The break in the t race 
at K occurs about halfway between a pea k and the probable 
position of the ubsequen t valley. Inasmuch as the valleys 
are di placed to the left by the same amount tha t the peaks 
are displaced to the right, the midpoint may be regarded as 
not displaced. 
From trace A of figure 10, a count of the Humber of oscil-
lator cycles between the first timing spark at F and the break 
du e to violent pres ure fluctua tion at K y ields a value of 12.9 . 
All other steps in the determination of lag between blur in 
the photographs and the beO'inning of inten e pre ure fluc-
tuations at the piezoelec tric pickup are the same as with 
the fir t method. The de te rmi nation fo r the case of figure 9 
and 10 may be found in table I (b) opposite te t 158. The 
value of lag is six motion-picture frames. 
Table I (b) shows the resul ts of a number of tes ts made 
with fuel of variolls an tiknock values under the ame condi-
tion as the te t shown in figures 9 and 10 . Thi table 
include all te ts tha t are no t defective in a manner tha t 
render a determination impos ible. F oUl' spark plugs were 
used for all these tests and the piezoelectric pickup wa located 
in opening 1 of the cylinder head. (ee fig. 1. ) 
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FIGVRE 9.-lIigh-speed motion pictures of an explosion in a spark-igni tion enginc wit b violen t k-nock. Fuel, 50 percent 8-1 with 50 percent !\I-2; fO UI spa rk plugs; spar k advance, left·baud 
plug, 29°, otber tbree plugs, 22°; B, blurring caused by k-nock. 
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FIGlJIlE 1O.- Indicator card combined witb oscillator [race and with separate oscillator traee for ex plosion of fig ure 9 ill a spark·ignition engine with \' iolent knock. Fuel, 50 percent S-l 
with 50 percent [ - 2: four spa rk pIngs; spark ad vance, 22° on three plugs, 29° on fourt h plug; piezoelectric pick up in openi.ng I. (Sec fi g. 1.) 
Column 9 of table I (b) shows t iI e time lags between the 
knocking blur and the beginning of the violent pressuI"C 
fluctuation at the diaphrao'm of the piezoelectric pickup. 
The mean lag in this column is about five motion-picture 
frame . One value of lag departs from the mean by ]. 
mo tion-picture frames, or 4.5 X 10-5 second. vYith the 
exception of thi ,alue th deviation arc only abo u tone 
mo tion-picture frame . The departu re of 1. frame from 
the mean value i probably wi th in the range of po ible 
experimen tal elTor. 
The five-frame valu e of mean lag from column 9 of table 
J (b) is three frames less than the corresponding value from 
table I (a). The difference i p robably due to inaccuracy 
in the method used to obtain the data of table I (a) . The 
vol tage on the vertical deflecLion plate of the oscillograph 
appear to have been fed into the horizontal deflection 
plate Lo ome exten t with the re ul t that the time scale 
wa about 7.5 X 10- 5 econel in error at the time the knock 
occurred. An independent i11ve tigation was made con-
cerning Lil i point with the resul t that such an effect wa 
found to exi t and the eA'ect was found to be not constant. 
Thi eff ecL, Logether wit h lack of reproducibility of the 
oscillograph sweep characteristic with constant vert ical-
deflection-plate vol tage, al 0 explains the much greater 
variation from the mean lag in column 9 of table I (a) than 
in column 9 of table I (b). The value from table I (b) are 
undoub tedly far more accurate than tho e of table I (a). 
Figure 11 is a shot of moderately knocking combu tion 
taken with the piezoelectric pickup in opening J, ill tead of 
in opening I, of the cylinder head. (ee fig. 1. ) Figure 12 
shows the time-pres ure reco rd combined with Lhe osc illator 
trace and al 0 hows the eparate 0 cilIa Lor Lrace for the 
ame combu t ion cycle. Three spark plugs we re u cd, in 
opening F, G, and E. The timing of the spark plug wa 
adj u ted in such a way that th e la t part of the charO"e to be 
ignited \Va located a close a possible to the d iaphragm 
of the piezoelectri c pickup. I n figure 11 , at about frame 
1- 18, th.is end ga i almosL xactly adj ace nt to the J opening. 
The two-o cillograph method wa used to determin e the 
time relation hip . The fu el wa a blend of 0 percent 8- 1 
with 20 percent l\f- 2. Othel' engine operating condi tions 
were the same as the conditions shown in preceding figures . 
In figure 11 the lmocking blur fir t OCC Ul'S at B i.n frame 
J- l 0. 011 e hunch'cd and ix ty-eigh t frame arc omi Ltc 1 hom 
the figure after frame J- 18 0 [' before frame A- l. In figul'e 
12 con idera tion. mu t be given to the displac('ment of the 
o cilIa tor cycle on tbe time-pre sure record, inasmuch a 
the break du e to v iolent pre ure fluctuaLions appeal' at. a 
vallcy in the trace. The di placement of the YilJJ ey in this 
case is negligible, howeve r, a it amount Lo only a bout two-
hundredth of a cycle. 
The determi.nation of lag bet.ween appearance of blur and 
beginning of violent pressure fluctuations for the case of 
figures 11 and 12 may b found in table I (c) oppo ite test 
166 . The value of lag in this case is two motion-picture 
frames . 
T able I (c) how the resul ts of a number of test made 
with the two-o cillograph method. The piezo lectric pickup 
wa located in opening J of the cylinder bead . (ee fig. 1. ) 
Tho test of table I (c) 'were made with fuel blends of two 
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FIGl"RE II.-High-speed motion pictures olan cxplosion in a spark·ignition cngine with moderatc knock. Fuel, 80 percent 8- 1 WiLb 20 percent i\[-2; three spark plugs; 'park advance 
left-hand plug, 29°, other two plugs, 22°; S, bl urring caused by knock. 
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FlnUHE 12.-Indicator card combined with oscillator trace a nd with separate oscillator t race for exp losion of fi gure II in a spark·ign ition engine with mod rate knock. Fuel, 0 percent S- I 
with 20 percent 1-2; three spa rk plugs; spark adva nce, 22° OLl two plugs, 27° on tbird plug; piezoelectric pickup ill opening J. (See fig. I. ) 
different antilmock value. The table inelude all test made 
under these condition. 
Column 9 of table I (c) shows the t ime lags between the 
appearance of the knocking blur and the appearance of 
violen t pre ure flu ctuation. The mean value i abo ut 1.6 
frames or 4.0X 10-5 econd . The max imum departure from 
the mean valu e i lcs than one frame . 
A search was made for an explanat ion of t he lag of 1.6 
frames between the knocku1O' blur and the beginnino- of the 
pres Llre flu ctuations and this lag IVa accounted for by 
inaccuracy in the value of 33 frames tbat wa u eel a the 
d i tance between the t imulg- pa rk e)'l)OSU re on the film and 
the mo tion-pictu re frame in process of exposure at the t ime 
of the park. The distance from the timing-spa rk expo ure 
to the center of the photoo-raph-expo ure region in the camera 
wa actuallyalmo t 33}~ frames. The region of pho togra ph ic 
expo ure in thc camera, moreove r, i no t actually a point bu t 
a rectangle with length equal to the combined wid th of abo ut 
three frame. The camera ha a focal-plane- bu LLe r eA'ect 
that cause tbc knocking region in the photograp hs to bl' 
exposed afte r it bas pa cd thc cen te r of the exposu re region 
by abouL the width of one framr. These two ources of 
error account, wi thin one- tentb framr, [or the lag of 1. 6 
frames . 
The diA'erence in mean la(y between Lhe val ues of tabl es 
I (b) and I (c) is 3.6 mo Lion-picture frames. Wi th Lhe prob-
able sound velo 'iLy of about 3000 feet· per second, a pressure 
wave "i\'ould travel 3}~ incll e d uring tIle timc of 3.6 mo tioll -
picture frames. Tills distance checks woll wit.h th li tallce 
from end zone to the piezoelectric pickup when the pickup 
was in opening I of tbe cylinder head and fom spark plugs 
were used. 
The resul ts hown in titulo:,. I (b) and I (c) establish with 
r emarkable precision the fact that the knocking blur in the 
high- peed picture coincides in time with the begiJming of 
the violent knocking vibrations. It therefore appeal' to be 
a reasonable concl u ion that the knocking blur I'ep l'e ents 
Lh ~ phy ical aspect of a chemical reacLion which is Lhe 
actual cause of the knocking v ibrations. TIl i, reacLion La k('s 
place in 2.5X 1 0- 5 econd 0 1' less with lighL, "iol eJlt, 0 1' inter-
mediate knock and its establishment as the origin of kn o('k-
ing vibration show conclu sively thaL the type of kno('k 
encountered under the cond iLions of Lh('se tests i a phe-
nomenon dist inct from LlI e low combustion r('sulGing fro m 
autoignition, phoLograplwd by the author of reference 4, 
which covers a time of about 1.0 X 10- 3 econel, many timeR 
greate r than 2.5 X 10- 5 second . 
Time relationship between preliminary pressure fluctu -
ations of small amplitude and periodie variations in con-
figurations of photographs.- Wi th the very preci e e tabli h-
men t of co incidl'nce in time of the kn ocking blul' Itnd the 
beginoing of Lhe violent pre sure flu cLuation , the conclusion 
follows thaL the small-ampli t ude pre lire fluc tuat ions dis-
C Ll eel in l'ci'crcnce 7, which occupy Lhe period of a bout 
4.0 X lO- 4 econd immediatdypreceding the vioiellt prr ure 
flu ctuations Lhat are cau cel b h eavy knoek, must al 0 
preccde the knocking blu!'. The small-amplit ude flu ctua-
tion mu t therefore COvel' ~h ame period of time a th e 
periodic variations of the configlLrations in the photographs, 
which were rcported in l'ci'crcnee 7. These periodic varia-
I 
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l ions have brcll ouservl,J in Llle IeN fram es covering approxi-
mately the same period of about 4.0 X lO- ' second immedi-
aLrly preceding Lhe knocking blur when the or ig inal nega-
l ivcs \Vcre examinrcl , f rame by fr ame, on a p rojrction scrern. 
Tbry arc )lot rrad iJ y obser ved in the ]'cproduct ions p rinLc'ci 
in Lhe rcports. The establi hmen t of oinciciencp in prriod 
of Lim e brtwecn these small-ampli tude prcs L1 rc flu ctuations 
and the pcriodic variations in thc configurat ion of the 
photographs lends fu rthrr weight to the theo ry of the pro-
gressive build- up of the knocking waves. No attempt has 
yrL been made to corrdate particula r variation of conno-ura-
lions in the high-sp Ct'd photographs with particular irrrg' u-
la.rities in the t im e-pre sure record. 
Position of knocking blur relative to end zone.- F igure 13 
pre ents g reatly rnlarged view of two frames, G- 11 and /- 9, 
from figll re 2. Frame G- 11 was exposed wh ile a part of the 
cylinder charge had not yet been reachcd by the flame fronts. 
This part of the charge has been Oll tlined with white ink in 
the (' nlarg('cl "iew of frame G- 11 in figure 13 (a) and bas been 
designated C. The same outline has been upe l'posecl on 
the enla rg('cl vi('w of h ame /- 9 ill fio-u re 13 (b) . In thi 
la L-men tioned fram(' , the blurred r('gioll has been out-
linrcl and cLesignat('cl B. T b(' two outlined regions ov('rla.p 
only slightly and are d isplaced from each otli (' r in a direction 
a t right angles to the direction of displacement observed in 
figurr 8 and 9 of refercnce 7. 
A similar comparison of frames H- 11 and /- 1 of figure 5 is 
pr('sentNI in fi gure 14. At the t ime of exposurr of frame. 
(a) Frame G-ll from figure 2. Flame has not yet reached arca within outline C. 
(b) Framc 1- 9 from fi gure 2. Knock bas just occurred. Blurring witbin outline B is caused 
by knock. 
FICUHE 13.-Two periods in the course of an explosion in a spark·ignition engine witb vcry 
light knock . 
H- 11, only a Wl'y small pa rt of the cha rge had 1l0t yet bcen 
reached by the flame fron ts. In figure 14 (b) t lti end zone 
will be Seen no t evrn to overlap the blurl'('cl region. The eli -
placem ent, ao-a in, in a direction at righ t angles Lo that 
obsl'rved ill fi gul'e and 9 of I'l,f(' l'enee 7. 
(a) Frame H- 11 frol1l figure 5. Flame has not yct rcached area wi thin outline C 
Ib) Framc 1- 1 from fi gure 5. Knock has just occurrccl. Blurring within outline B is caused 
by knock. 
FIr.U HE 14 .- 'f'wo periods in the co urse of an explosion in a spark·igniLion engine with light 
knock. 
In the discussion of figures 8 and 9 of rcfennce 7, mention 
\\'a made of the fact tbat the camera has a focal-pla ne-
hutter effect whi ch would tend to cause the displacement 
observed m tbo e fi.gures. In figul'es 13 (b) and 14 (b) of the 
present rrpo rt , howcver, the di p laccment is in a direction at 
right angles to tbe direct ion of the focal-plane- h utter effect. 
The eli placement must t iterrfoJ'e be regarded as actually 
having ex i kd wi th in thr combu tion chamber. 
At the t im(' knock occu l'l'('cl in fi.gures 13 (b) and 14 (b), 
pocket of ul1ign ited ga might 1)(' held Lo ex i t in the region 
dl'signated B, al though uch a contc ntion would require a 
more marked tongu i ng of the Hamrs than is 0 b crved in the 
visibk projection. It s('ems a fail' pre ump tion, however, 
that tbickrr pocket of unigni tecl gas would exist in the re-
gions dc ignakcl C than in the regions de ign a ted B. For 
this reason, an explanation of the displacement based on the 
simple auto io- ni tioll theory is difficult. 
The displacement ob rvecl ill. figure 13 and 14 can be 
expla in ed satisfacto rily on the theory that knock is a reaction 
which take' plac(' in t he burnino- ga rather than in the 
unigni Led ga and that tbis r eaction re Lilt in a very rapid 
, 
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completion of combu tion. Immediately before Lhe ex-
posw'e of the frames shown in figures 13 (b) and 14 (b), 
combustion hould be much nearer completion in the region 
designated B than in the regions de ignated C. If the 
knocking reaetion proceed toward a completion of the 
combu tion at a uniform rate throughout the combustion 
zone, the region that are most nearly burned at the time 
the knock tarts hould be expected to clear up fir t . Thi 
explanation i ba ed on the a sumption that the mottled 
region in the photographs is coincident with the combu tion 
zone and that the knocking blur i simply a di appearance of 
the mottled region. 
The explanation of the preceding paragraph might also 
apply with th e theory of pI"ogre ive build-up of a reflected 
wave eli cu ed in reference 7. 
Significance of mottled zon e.- Figure 15 is a shot oJ.' non-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 
B 
c 
II 
knocking combu tion taken with the ingle-oscillogl'aph 
method of e tablishing time relation hip. Foul' park plug 
were u ed in uch a manner tha t the end zone is within the 
field of view. Tbe end zone is c1 ivided into two parts at 
about frame D- 20 by tb e mcl'O'ing of the flames from the 
spark plug in G and J po ition. (See fig . l. ) Both the 
upper and lower part of the end zone are finally con umed 
by th e flame fronts within the ficlcl of view at about frame 
F- 18. The la t trace of mottlinO' docs no t di appear, how-
ever, un til about frame J- l. The clark region in the upper 
parts of the f l'ames followinO' J- l is due Lo defeets in the 
gla windows and is not sehlieren mo ttling produeed by tbe 
gase in the combustion chamber. 
Three frame am mis ing from figure 15 aL Lhe pliee at 
frame J- 2. N inety-five frames were omitted from the 
flO'ure before l'rame A- lor after frame J- 22. TllC fir L 
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61 BLANK FRAM ES 
OMI TTE D HERE 
F IGU RE IS.- lligh-speed mot ion p ictures of an explos ion in a spark·ign it ion engine without knock . Fuel, S-1; fo ur spark plugs; spark advance, left·hand pl ug. 29°. other tbree pl ugs, 22°. 
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timing pa rk was exposed, before the camc' ra began taking 
pictu I"('S , at frame J- 18 a nd the second t im ing pa rk wa 
exposed 549 frames late r, a fte r the came ra. had ceased taking 
picture , at frame D- 12. 
F igure I G is t he t ime-pressure reco rd A \vi th independent 
o cillato r Lrace B for the nonknock ing exp los ion shown photo-
grap hically in figure 15. The poin t of pc'a k pre sure wa. 
dected as H. Other des i<J"flated points a rc as show n in the 
previolls figures. T he lag between final complete fade-ou t 
of tbe mottled zone and the atta inment of peak pre li re i 
calculated opposite test 65 in table II a 10 mo t ion-pictu l"C 
fra mc's. In this case no correction i requ ired fo r the eA'ect 
of pisLon moveme nt on pre sure. The first t iming park 
OCClI IT('(l 26° B. T . C., and the seco nd timing spa rk occu rred 
14° A. T. C . T he poin t H in the t ime-pressure trace of 
figure 16 was therefore reached at l.4° B . T . C. A point 
only two 0 cillato r cycles ahead of point H in the trace will be 
obse rved to be at an appreciably lower pres ure tha n t he 
point H. The two oscillato r cycles amo un t to about l. 5° 
of crankshaft rotation; consequen tly , the pressure in the 
combustion chamber mu t have been apprec iably increased 
between 2.9 ° B. T. C. a nd 1.4° B. T. C. The increase in 
pressure clue to adiabatic compre sion by pisto n movement 
between 2.9° B . T. C. ancl1.4° B. T . C. would be fa r less than 
the minimum increment that could be measure l by the 
apparatu used for ob ta ining the re ul ts shown in figure 16. 
The result shown in table II a rc of considerable interest 
relative to the significance of the mottled zone in the pboto-
graph . This table shows the resul t of a number of tests 
with nonknocking combu tion imilar ·to that of figure 15 
and 16. All these te ts were made wi th S- l III 1. Four 
spark plugs were used in each case and Lile end zone was 
alway within t il(' field of yiew. In a ll ca es the park 
advance and the crank a ngles at whi ch the timing par k 
occurred were Lhe ame as in figures 15 a nd 16. P eak pre -
sure was reached i It each case wi t il in 1 ° or 2° of top center. 
The Litblc- in clude all te t made under these condition. 
The original selections of poin t of peak pressure and motion-
picture frame of final fack-ou t of mo ttled zone were adhereel 
to in each ca c. 
Column of table II gives t he Lime lags in mo tion-picture 
frame betwee n the final fade-out 01 the mottled zone in the 
schlieren pho tograph and the occurrence of peak pressul"C. 
R ocking of the piston when pass i.ng ove r top ce nter pre-
\'ents n.n extreme ly precise aclj ustment of the schlieren setu p 
because the mirror on top of t he pi ton form a par t of the 
etup. For t lli reason, the fade-out of the mottled zone 
hould not be cxpected to occu r in all photograph at pre-
ci ely the sam c condit ions of the gas within the chamber. 
" 11cn this faet i consid('/"ecl, as well as the c1i.fficul ty of pick-
ing the prccise peak of the t ime-pressure cu rve and the preci e 
frame in whi ch schlieren mottling disappear , the agreemen t 
of the values in column 8 of table II a ppears ve ry remarkable. 
The conclusion appears to be justified , at lea t [or the 
end of the combustion process, that the schlieren mottling 
indieaLes con tin uance of the proce of combu tion, if 
" combustion" is defined a representing all tage of the 
conver ion of chem ical energy of the gas mLxture in to pres-
sure energy in the combustion chamber. Conver ely, the 
conclu ion appea rs iu tifi.ed· that very li ttle combu tion no t 
Fl n 'HE 16.- lndicator card with oscillator trace [er nonknocking explosion in a spark· ignition engine. Fur l, 8- 1; [our spark p lugs; spark adyane ,22° on three plugs , 29° on fourth plug. 
i 
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indicated by the schlieren mottling take place. In the 
absence of evidence to the con trary, a fair pre umptlon 
seems ju tilled that the mottling indicates existence of the 
proces of combustion in the arly stages also. Moreover, 
Lhe term "combustion" as u ed in this paragraph should be 
understood to mean reaction at a rate of the same order a 
that exi ting in the normal flames. 
Explanation of the existence of the chlieren mottling on 
the ba i of extremely thin curved flames requires the 
assump tion of much more pronounced flame tonguing than 
has ever been ob erved in the vi ible proj ection. The resul t 
pre en ted in table II, therefore, strongly indicate that the 
a umption of extremely thin combustion zones is incorrect, 
at least during the early tages of flame travel. 
In all photographs of knocking combu tion obtaine 1 with 
the ACA high-speed camera, one or the other of the fol-
lowing conditions has been observed: 
(a) The flame fronts have appeared to pa s through all 
part of the cylinder charge before the occurrence of knock. 
(See fig . 4, 6, and 10 of reference 7 and figs. 2 and 5 of this 
report.) 
(b) Mottling has appeared in the end zone ahead of the 
flame fron ts an appreciable time before the occurrence of 
the characteristic blur which ha been identified herein a 
knock. (ee figs. 5 and of reference 1, fio-. 7 of reference 7, 
!1nd fig . 7, 9, and 11 of this report.) 
It appears likely, therefore, with the previously justified 
presumption that mottling in the pho tographs indicates the 
existence of combu tion, that knock does not occur until 
all parts of the charge have been ignited either by auto-
ignition or by passage of the flame fronts . In ome case 
the auLoignition appeal' to have taken place only one Ot' 
Lwo fram es before the knock; in other cases it occurred 
many frames earlier. On the oth('r hanel , the r e ul t pre-
sented in tables I (b) and I (c) incli ate clearly that knock 
takes place in the general end zone under the condition of 
these te ts. The evid ence is fairly conclusive, therefore, 
that park-ignition fu el knock of the types tudied in tilis 
report and reference 1 and 7 j a reaction taking place onl:v 
in a part of the charge thit t is inO itmed but that i not yet 
completely burned. 
With tb~ second method of e tablishing tinle relaLion hip, 
in all ca e where mo ttling ha preceded the knocking blur 
by more than on e or Lwo mOLion-picture fram es the r esult 
show that the mottling also precedod the beginning of Lhe 
violent pressure flu ctuation . When the mo ttling-occurred 
only one or two motion-pictme frames before the knocking 
blur, conclusive proof that it occmrence also preceded the 
beginning of the violent pre sure flu ctuations could not, 
of course, be obtained. 
CONCLUSIO S 
The te t condi tions for the experim nts of the pre ent 
report illcluded only one value of compression ratio and 
only one type of fuel. Usual engin e operating conditions 
were no t r eproduced, ina much as the fuel charge was in-
jected into the cylinder on the intake stroke and residual 
combu tion product \Vere not present in the cham bel'. The 
possibility exists that knock may take on differ ent a pects 
under different contiitions and the following conclu ion 
houId therefore be considered clefwite only for conditions 
approximating those of the tests: 
1 . The charaeteri ti blurring in the ACA high-speed 
photographs of knocking combustion coincides in time with 
the tart of knocking vibrations. The bluning may there-
fore be considered a re ult of the knocking r eacLion. 
2. The prelimillary pres ure flu ctuations of mall ampli-
tude that precede the violent knocking vibrations occur 
dm-ing the same period of time a the periodic variations in 
the con:6.gm-ation of the schlieren mot tling, which have 
been ob er ved on the proj ection screen . 
3. The fir t evidence of knocking reaction is sometimes in 
a different position from the last part of the charge to be 
ignited, although alway in the general end zone. 
4. The Imocking reaction can apparently originate in any 
region in which combu tion i continuing, whether this is 
the last portion to be io-nitecl or not. Knock apparently 
originates only in a part of the fuel charge that ha been 
previously ignited, either by autoignition or by passage of 
the flame front , but whi h ha not bm-ned to completion. 
5. The mottling in the high-speed photograph undoubt-
edly coincides with the region in which combustion i taking 
place. eriou doubt is therefore ca t upon the theory that 
combustion is completed within an extremely thin flame 
fron t inasmuch as the mottling extends far back of the 
flame front. 
6. Inadequ acy of the imple autoignition theory of knock 
i indicated. 
A FRO AUTI CAL ENGINE RESEARCH L ABORATORY, 
A'l'IONAL ADVISORY COMMIT'l'EE FOR A ERONAUTI CS, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, November 14, 1942. 
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TABLE I 
DETERl\IINATIOXS OF TIME LAGS BET\\'EE:-\ OCCUmEXCE OF BLURRlKG I K HI GH-SPEED 
PHOTOGRAPH OF I\:NOCKIKG CO~JBU TJOX A:\D THE BEGIX:\IKG OF VIOLEKT 
PRESSURE F L1.jCTUATIOK. I K CO ~IB USTIO~ ClI A ~Il3ER 
I 2 3 4 - 5 fi 7 8 __ 9 _, 
--_._-
------------ -----
Oscillator ~roLion~pic· MoLion- J\ loLion-picLu rc Fuel (per- Motion- Motion- cycles from lure frames picture frallles be-cemage pictul'(, Oscillator pictu re first ti m ing from first frame., tween knock-
TCSL of S-I in frames cycles fram"s per ~"ark 10 timing spark from firs t ing bl ur and blend between between oscillator initiation to initiation Liming initiation of with 
sparks sparks cycle of intcns(' of inten se spark Lo intense pres-J\ [ - 2) pressure pressure knocking sure nuctu-flu ctuations flu ctuations blur tations 
(a) ingle-oscillograph method of determining t ime relationship: pie7.0clcctric pickup opposite end zone 
70 90 544 52.2 1O. 4R 28. 300 29 1 9 
71 90 545 52.7 10.35 25.6 255 259 Ii 
72 90 552 52.4 10.53 25. I 264 2fi2 2 
i3 90 554 53.9 10.2 28.7 295 290 5 
71 90 550 53.0 10.3 27. I 281 270 II 
75 90 541l 53.0 10.30 27. I 279 255 14 
76 0 579 55.0 10.53 31. 335 :l25 lU 
77 0 542 52.0 10.42 29.5 307 303 4 
78 80 570 54. I 10.54 28.5 ~OO 289 II 
79 0 567 54.2 10.47 27.7 290 287 ~ 
80 0 545 52.0 10.48 27.0 283 ::?74 9 
I 70 5 0 55. ~ 10.49 27.5 288 279 9 
3 70 553 53.9 10.27 26.9 276 267 9 
4 70 566 54.3 10.4 1 30.6 3 1 3 12 5 
6 70 569 54.9 10.37 27.9 ? 9 2 0 9 
87 nO 545 52.8 10.33 27.7 28(j 273 13 
60 54(j 53.7 10. 18 28.0 285 276 9 
9 60 560 54.0 10.3 25. I 260 255 5 
!lO 60 566 53.7 10.47 26.2 27H 27 1 5 
9 1 60 576 5~. 7 10.54 25.6 260 255 5 
92 50 564 54. I 10.42 27.2 2 3 274 9 
93 50 575 55.5 10.37 25.5 2M 255 9 
94 50 572 53.9 10.6 1 22.8 242 23 1 II 
95 50 547 51.8 10.50 24.9 263 260 3 
96 40 547 53.0 10.31 23. (j 243 23 ' 5 
97 40 575 5Cl 10.58 27 . "2 21\8 280 8 
99 40 570 54.7 10.42 23. I 241 237 4 
100 40 542 52.2 10.38 24.9 258 249 9 
103 30 538 5 1. 7 10.4 1 22.8 238 232 (j 
104 30 567 53.7 1O.5(j 25.5 269 26 1 8 
105 30 56 1 53. I 10.57 20. 220 217 3 
106 30 562 54.4 10.33 22. 236 228 
107 30 575 54.6 10.5., 22.0 232 227 5 
10 29 566 54.2 10.43 2 1. I 220 215 5 
109 20 570 54.4 10.4 ' 22.3 234 223 II 
II I 20 050 53.9 10.32 2.5.2 260 246 14 
11 2 20 56:3 54. (; 10.31 24 . I 249 23R II 
11 :\ III 555 54.:\ 10.22 20.4 20 200 S 
114 10 .S47 .S2. r. 10.39 22.8 Z1i 229 8 
11 5 IO 55 1 52. 10.42 22. (; 2~() 225 I I 
I IG 10 549 52.7 10.4 1 21. (j 225 210 10 
11 7 10 552 52.5 10.4 1 23. n 248 234 14 
11 8 0 5.o.S 52.6 10.56 no 23·1 225 13 
11 9 0 5.S5 .52.6 10.56 2 1. 9 231 225 6 
120 0 5S 1 52.3 10.52 21. ~ 225 2 14 II 
121 0 547 .'>2.4 10.43 23.7 2.]7 240 7 
122 0 550 5:3.5 10.29 2 1. 5 221 214 7 
--
(ll) Two-osci llograph 1110thod of determining til11e relationship ; piezoelectric pickup opposite end zone 
146 80 301 28.9 10.41 II. 12:l 117 6 
147 80 301 29.0 10.38 13.5 140 1:J4 6 
14 80 308 29.6 10.4 1 16.2 169 164 5 
149 80 308 29.6 10.40 17.8 185 I 0 5 
1.52 80 30'1 29.3 10.38 13.6 141 136 5 
15:1 50 :lO5 29.6 10.31 10.4 107 101 (l 
154 ,,0 :l07 29 . . > 10.41 10.4 108 \04 I 
155 .';0 305 29.4 10 .38 I \'(i 121 1\(; 
" 156 ,,0 :1l4 :l0. 1 10.4:\ 12. I 12(; 121 ;, 
15i ,,0 :l12 :lO.O 10.40 10. S IO!) IO!) 4 
158 50 :30 1 29.0 10.38 12. !J 1:\4 128 (; 
159 0 :l\ I 29.7 10 .4:l 6. :3 ()(l W (j 
160 0 307 29. :3 10.4 9.5 100 9.> .; 
161 0 3 14 :lO.4 10. ~3 II. 7 121 11,{ 4 
1G2 0 32.5 :3 1. 2 10. ·11 10.0 104 100 4 
153 0 323 3\. 3 10.32 II. 5 11 9 11 2 7 
(c) 'l'wo-osci llograph m t hod of determining time relationship; piezoelectric pickup at end zone 
16·1 80 343 3 1. I 10.33 17.6 I 2 180 2 
16.1 80 341 32.9 10.37 16.3 169 168 I 
166 80 340 32.8 10. :37 19.0 197 195 2 
Hi7 80 ~38 32.6 10.37 18.8 195 194 I 
16 SO 349 33.7 10.36 16.7 173 171 2 
169 .'iO 333 32.2 10.35 17.0 176 Jib I 
170 .<;0 3:l\ 32.2 10.29 12.5 129 127 2 
171 50 333 32.4 to. 29 15.3 157 J 55 2 
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TABLE II 
DETERMI rATIONS OF TI 1E LAG BETWEEN FINAL FADE-OUT OF 1IOTTLED ZOKE I N HIGH-
SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS OF NONI\: JO KI JG OMB STION A D ATTAI MENT OF 
MAXIMUM PRE SURE WITHIN TI-IE COMB USTIO N CHAMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-------
Oscillator J\/l otion-pic- M otion-pic- Motion-pic-M otion-pic- Oscillator ~Ioiio n-p i c- cycles b - ture frames ture frames ture frames ture frames cycles be- ture frames tween first. bctween first bctween first hetween final r est between timing spark fad e-out of 
timing tween tim- per osci11a- timing park Liming spark and fin al moUled zone 
spark s ing sparks tor cycle and peak and peak fade-out of and peak pressure pressure mottled ZOl1e pressure 
---
63 574 00. 1 10.2:l 35.0 358 345 13 
64 552 53. 1 10.39 32.4 337 337 0 
n5 549 52.0 10.56 32.0 33 32 10 
fi6 551 52.4 10.51 30.0 315 320 -5 
67 546 52. 1 10.48 29.6 ~10 30 2 
U. s. GOVER NM ENT PRINTIN G OFF ICE: 19 47 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Sym-Designation bol symbol Designation bol 
Longi tudinaL ______ X X Rolling _______ L La teral _______________ y Y Pitching ______ M N ormaL _____________ Z Z Yawing _______ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
(direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y--.Z RoIL _______ 'P u P 
Z--.X Pi tclL ______ 8 v q 
X----.y Yaw ________ tit w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), 0_ (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric piteh 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= :V4 
pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient 00 = ~D5 pn 
p 
O. 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ';V5 
pn 
5/ V~ 
Speed-power coefficient = -V ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helL\: angle=tan-{2!~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76_04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb/sec 
1 metric norsepower=O.9S63 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 ib 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 it 
1 m=3.2S0S ft 
